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The British Royal Commission (the Peel Commission) proposed in 1937 to divide western Palestine
into two states Ð Arab and Jewish. Ben-Gurion, in
his testimony before the commission, supported
partition. Ever since, the idea of partition, or in
other words, the existence of an Arab state beside
Israel, has accompanied all deliberations and
proposals on the future of the State of Israel. In
the original Peel Commission proposal, a broad
corridor from the shore of the Mediterranean to
Jerusalem was delineated as an ``international zone''.
The UN Committee's proposal in 1947 also
envisioned two states (with different borders) and a
limited area around Jerusalem, under UN jurisdiction, instead of the international corridor stretching
from the coast to Jerusalem. The General Assembly
adopted that proposal which served as the basis for
its decision on November 29, 1947.
Since then, these two concepts have formed the
basis for American policy in the region. The USA
deviated from the policy only for a brief period in
March-April 1948 when the State Department
supported an international ``trusteeship'', as an
alternative to the establishment of a Jewish state.
During the 19 years (1948-1967) of Jordanian rule
over Judea and Samaria, and Egyptian rule over the
Gaza Strip, Washington viewed that situation as an
acceptable alternative to a Palestinian state. After
the conquest of Judea, Samaria and Gaza by Israel in
the Six Day War, America readopted the previously
held principles. Although these have appeared in
various forms over the years, fundamentally the
United States has readopted the previously held

principle that Israel must return to the 1949 borders,
with minor adjustments, after the Arab states sign
peace treaties with the Jewish state, thereby
ensuring Israel's survival.
In order to guarantee a complete Israeli withdrawal, America exercised continuous pressure on
Israel, except during the Reagan era, including a
demand to refrain totally from the establishment of
settlements in Judea and Samaria, which were
considered to be ``obstacles to peace''.
This American policy deviated from the Security
Council Resolution 242,1 which accepts the legitimacy of Israeli control over all territories occupied in
the Six Day War, until peace is achieved between
Israel and its neighbors and ``recognized, defensible
borders'' established. It also disregarded the socalled ``Pentagon Map'', which depicts the minimal
territories necessary to secure Israeli borders. The
map was ordered by President Johnson, prepared by
the Joint Chiefs of Staff, and presented to the
President at the end of June 1967. The map accorded
to Israel most of the ``West Bank'', parts of Sinai and
the Golan Heights.2
So, too, the administration opposed construction in the new, post 1967, Jewish quarters in
Jerusalem (and at times even in the older Jewish
neighborhoods) and insisted that Jerusalem be
granted ``special status'' in the final agreement.
The United States did not recognize the Israeli
annexation of so-called East Jerusalem, nor Jerusalem as Israel's capital, and did not agree to transfer
its embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, despite
extremely strong pressure and repeated requests
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from the American Congress with overwhelming
unprecedented majorities.3
In the first decade after the Six Day War, the
State Department assumed, that Jordan would once
again rule over the ``West Bank'' of its kingdom.
However, in the interim, the PLO became an
international terror organization and established
close ties to the Soviet Union. The PLO (Palestine
Liberation Organization) was established in 1964 by
Gamal Abdel Nasser, who installed Ahmed Shukeiri
at its head. It was an umbrella organization for a
number of Palestinian groups. In 1969, Arafat and
his organization (Fateh) seized control of the PLO.
But even though the PLO was routed in 1970 by King
Hussein and its cadres expelled from Jordan, the
PLO could no longer be disregarded by Washington,
which never ceased to maintain ties with it.
Although the ties were not immediately fruitful
and had their ups and downs, they indicated an
option that a Palestinian state be established by the
PLO as the authentic Palestinian organization, and
not by Jordan.
Israel vehemently opposed relations between
the United States and the PLO due to its vital
interest in the struggle against a terrorist organization dedicated to its destruction, an ``interest''
which is self-explanatory. Needless to say, in the
long run, Israel was concerned that relations with
the PLO were liable to serve as a prelude to the
establishment of a Palestinian state. Due to Israel's
strong objection, ties between the State Department and the PLO were conducted secretly, and
their existence was invariably denied. In September
1975 President Ford pledged in writing that the
United States would not conduct negotiations with
the PLO, ``unless it recognizes Israel's right to exist
and accepts UN Resolutions 242 and 338.''4 This
was a very important document for Israel, and it
was signed after significant concessions on Israel's
part.
Consistent with its actions in the past, the
United States did not think that it needed to keep its
promises to this small state, even if that state
happened to be its only dependable ally in the
Middle East. Secret talks with the PLO were, in fact,
conducted throughout the years.5 A well-known
episode in this context took place in July 1979, a
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planned meeting between Andrew Young, the Carter
administration's UN Ambassador, and the UN's PLO
representative. After denials and evasive maneuvers,
the truth prevailed and Young was fired.6 In its early
days, the Reagan administration also conducted
negotiations with the PLO, although it later claimed
that they were not negotiations but rather an
attempt to convince the organization to accept the
conditions set by the United States in order to
initiate a dialogue between them. Despite that
claim, it is obvious that enticements were offered in
return for the PLO's acceptance of the United States'
conditions.7
In the meantime significant developments in the
PLO's status occurred. At the summit of Arab states
held in Rabat in 1974, the PLO was recognized as
the sole representative of the Palestinian people. In
the same year, the UN General Assembly recognized
the ``unassailable rights of the Palestinian people'',
appointed the PLO as the Palestinian representative
and granted the PLO observer status (Resolutions
3236 and 3237).8 A year later, in 1975, the PLO had a
diplomatic presence in 40 countries and shortly
thereafter the number grew to 105. In March 1977,
President Carter called for the establishment of a
``national home'' for the Palestinian people.9 It
seems that severe pressure was brought to bear
on him, and in July 1977 the White House spokesman ``moderated'' the earlier declaration by explaining that the phrase ``national home'' referred to an
entity affiliated with Jordan and not to an ``independent state''.10 In this context Carter's following
statement is remarkable:
I have never met an Arab leader who in
private conversation has expressed aspirations for the establishment of an independent
Palestinian state. However, publicly, they all
demand an independent Palestinian state
because that is the commitment they made
at the Rabat summit. The diplomatic undertone in private conversations is much more
genuine than it is portrayed in the press.11
Meanwhile, the Camp David conference came
along, where President Carter forced Begin to agree
to the ``legitimate rights of the Palestinian people'',
to autonomy and to much more besides this.
Inclusion of a ``strong police force'' to be established
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in the autonomy attests to the fact that Carter did
not see the essence of autonomy as ``personal
autonomy,'' as Begin wished to believe.
In June 1980, the ``Venice Declaration'' of the
European Community accentuated the Palestinians'
right to self-determination and the need to involve
them in the peace process. Prime Minister Menachem Begin furiously attacked the declaration. The
US administration also rejected the European
Community's declaration and demanded that the
PLO fulfill the American conditions prior to being
included in the peace negotiation. It is nevertheless
reasonable to believe, as many do, that the
European Community would not have issued such
a declaration without previously consulting the
State Department.12
On March 4, 1988, George Schultz, the American
Secretary of State, sent identical letters to the heads
of the Israeli, Egyptian, Jordanian and Syrian
governments. This letter later became known as
the ``Schultz Initiative''.13
1. Negotiations on a comprehensive peace to
provide security to all the countries in the
region and will see to the legitimate rights of
the Palestinian nation.
2. Palestinian representation will be in the
context of a joint delegation with Jordan.
3. An interim agreement which will last three
years.
4. The negotiations to achieve a final status
agreement will begin even before the application of the interim agreement and its
implementation.
5. The negotiations will commence with an
international conference, at the invitation of
the Secretary-General of the United Nations
and with the participation of the permanent
members of the Security Council.
6. A quick, inflexible timetable: International
conference Ð April 15, 1988; start of interim
agreement negotiations Ð May 1; start of
the final settlement negotiation Ð November-December 1988.
7. Any negotiation between Israel and its
neighbors will be based on Security Council
Resolutions 242 and 338. Participation in the

international conference is contingent on a
commitment to non-violence.
The initiative was rejected by the Arabs (excluding Egypt) and by the Shamir government. The
Schultz initiative included elements from President
Reagan's 1982 plan in which participation of a
Palestinian delegation was first mentioned. However, it is important to note that the United States
took into account Israel's absolute opposition to a
Palestinian state and to PLO participation and,
therefore, the Palestinian delegation would be part
of the Jordanian delegation and not an independent
entity.
Even though the PLO was not yet officially
recognized, the Camp David agreement and the
intifada which started in December 1987, weakened
the American position. At the Democratic National
Convention in July 1988, a clause supporting ``the
Palestinian right to self-determination''14 was included in the Democratic Party platform, under
pressure of the pro-Arab supporters of Jesse
Jackson. This took place shortly after Jordan
announced its disengagement from the West Bank
in May 1988.
In light of these developments, the PNC
(Palestinian National Council) felt powerful enough
in November to declare its aim at its 19th convention
in Tunisia: ``Palestinian independence and the
establishment of an independent Palestinian state
with Arafat at its head.''15
A month later, in December 1988, a significant
development took place, when Yasser Arafat wanted
to address the UN Assembly but American Secretary
of State George Schultz refused to grant him a visa
to the United States. As a result, the assembly was
transferred to Geneva. There, Arafat delivered a
speech from which it was hard to understand clearly
whether or not he accepted the American conditions
for participation in the negotiations. The next day,
December 14, 1988, at a press conference, he
stumbled on certain key words, but what he said
was interpreted by the State Department as fulfilling
its requirements, and Schultz announced the
reopening of a dialogue between the American
government and the PLO.16
Prof. Shlomo Slonim, of the Hebrew University
interpreted Schultz's action as follows:
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This act, which was a radical deviation from
the anti-terrorism policy conducted by Reagan, was perceived in general as the parting
gesture of an outgoing administration for the
good of the new, incoming administration.
The Bush administration would have experienced difficulty in initiating talks with the
representative of what had heretofore been
considered a terrorist organization. Since no
one could question the Reagan administration's commitment to Israel's security, it was
much easier for the outgoing administration
to facilitate this revolutionary change in
American foreign policy than it would have
been for the new administration.17
This interpretation was deemed reasonable by
most reporters and observers. Indeed, shortly after
assuming the presidency in March 1989, President
Bush said that ``Israel must enter into negotiations
with the PLO.''18
It is commonly accepted that America's attitude
toward Israel changed radically with the onset of
George Bush's Presidency. There were two causes for
the change: First, the dissolution of the Soviet
Union and the end of the Cold War, dissipated
Israel's status as a ``strategic asset'' in the struggle
against the ``evil empire''. The second, more
immediate, factor was Iraq's conquest of Kuwait
which was liable to serve as a prelude to the
conquest of Saudi Arabia and endanger the flow of
oil to the West.
The American response was operation ``Desert
Storm''. In this war, the United States felt it required
the cooperation of Arab countries in order to lend
legitimacy to the struggle against Saddam Hussein.
Egypt and Syria joined the coalition. Syria actually
sent a rather symbolic unit which did not participate
in the fighting at all and Egypt took part in limited
operations in Kuwait, but refused to cross the
border into Iraq. As a token of gratitude, Egypt had
most of its foreign debt of 29 billion dollars
renounced and as a result avoided bankruptcy, and
Syria enjoyed an inflow of 3 billion dollars which
was spent mostly on weaponry.
From the Arab perspective, their ``participation''
in the war was a legitimization of the Saudi
monarchy which came under attack from the local
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theocracy, accusing the king of allowing infidels to
tread on Saudi land, even though it was to save
Saudi Arabia from Kuwait's fate. Bush was required
to provide additional remuneration to the Arab
countries which formed the ``coalition'', and what
could be more appropriate than payment in ``Israeli
currency''? Testimony to this can be found in
General Schwarzkopf's farewell statement when he
left the desert: ``The greatest contribution to peace
in the region is the just solution of the Palestinian
question.''19
Brent Scowcroft, George Bush's National Security Advisor, viewed the Madrid Conference as one of
the significant ramifications of the Gulf War.20
Martin Indyk, after his appointment to the Middle
East desk in the State Department, also claimed
that the success in the Gulf War was an essential
prerequisite for convening the Madrid Conference.21
President Bush exerted heavy pressure on Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir to participate in the Middle
East Peace Conference (the Madrid Conference) in
which some Arab countries, as well as Russia and
America, would take part and at which the peace
negotiations would commence. Shamir agreed, contingent upon three conditions which were accepted
by the Americans: That the PLO not participate, that a
Palestinian state not be discussed, and that the peace
negotiations not be based on ``land for peace''.
Needless to say, the reality in Madrid was different.
The delegation from Judea and Samaria separated
from the Jordanian delegation upon its arrival. Its
members immediately traveled to Tunisia to receive
instructions from Arafat. In his opening statement,
President Bush said:
We plan to reach an agreement within five
years. Afterwards, temporary self-rule will last
five years and we believe that territorial
compromise is essential for peace.22
President Bush and his Secretary of State, James
Baker, did all they could to unseat Shamir. Verbal
attacks and expressions of dissatisfaction, demands
for far-reaching concessions, use of undiplomatic
language, and withholding ``loan guarantees'' requested by Shamir to absorb Russian immigrants
and partially to cover the damages of the Gulf War,
eventually led to his downfall. After the 1992
elections, Yitzhak Rabin was appointed Prime
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Minister of a Labor-Meretz government. He estimated that he had a better chance of success in
direct negotiations with the PLO than in negotiations under the auspices of America, and as a result,
the Oslo Agreement was born.
From the early stages of the implementation of
the Oslo Agreement, the PLO was moving in the
direction of declaring a state and indeed, conducting elections, establishing an army (under the
transparent guise of a ``strong police force'' as it
had been characterized since the days of the Camp
David agreements), government offices, an airport,
a seaport, and all the other trimmings, clearly
proved that the PLO was not preparing for
autonomy, certainly not autonomy under Israeli
rule, but rather an independent state. It is worth
noting that in the Oslo Agreement (the Declaration
of Principles on the Interim Agreements of SelfRule from September 13, 1993), there was no
mention of a Palestinian state. It is stated, in
paragraph 1, that
the goal of the Israeli-Palestinian negotiations is, in the context of the present peace
process, to establish a Palestinian Authority
for an interim period which will serve for a
transitional period of no longer than five
years and which will lead to a final agreement
based on Security Council Resolutions 242
and 338.
The Rabin-Peres government tried to circumvent
the issue of the Palestinian state in order not to
come into conflict with the national consensus in
those days which opposed its establishment. But
the support for a Palestinian state among the Israeli
public steadily grew and Peres expressed open
support for its establishment during his tenure as
Prime Minister after Rabin's assassination in November 1995. Netanyahu, after assuming the office
of Prime Minister in 1996, ceremoniously declared:
``You will wake up every morning and see that no
Palestinian state has been established.''
The American administration did not officially
support the establishment of a Palestinian state, at
least not openly, unless it was agreed upon in the
final status negotiations which had then not yet
begun. In the periodic status report delivered by the
administration to Congress on January 12, 1997, in

order to receive approval for continuing dialogue
with the PLO and for financial aid to the Palestinian
Authority, it was stated that
repeated Palestinian rhetoric concerning a
`Palestinian state with Jerusalem as its
capital' is merely a declaration of principle
and is not a 'move' which affects the status of
Jerusalem.23
In order not to provide the Israelis with an
excuse to suspend the talks, the United States and
the European Community pressured Arafat ``not to
declare on the 4th of May'' (at the end of the five year
transition period). But the positive can be deduced
from the negative. They did not tell him not to
declare, but rather ``not on the 4th of May 1999''.
Hence, at a later date it may be fine, and in addition,
one may assume that in return for the delaying
declaration, Arafat will receive appropriate compensation.24
Various signs and indirect expressions leave no
doubt that the United States is today closer to the
Arab position than to the Israeli. An instructive hint
is Madeleine Albright's words telling Netanyahu
blatantly that he should compromise and save the
peace process and thereby ``help rehabilitate America's credibility in the eyes of the Arab world.''25
America promised ``to deliver Israel'' and does not
intend to allow Netanyahu to prevent it.
An event proving the heavy pressure exerted on
Israel (Clinton: ``I am in the process of preparing
hard decisions'')26 was the statement by the
President's wife, Mrs. Hillary Clinton, in May, 1998.
She said that in her opinion it is in the best interests
of the Middle East that Palestine become a state,
taking upon itself responsibility for its inhabitants.
After the ensuing storm, Mrs. Clinton added that
this was merely her personal opinion.27 However,
even in the Clinton administration the president's
wife does not issue political statements without the
president's approval.
After the meeting at Wye Plantation, during the
US aerial bombing of Iraq, a significant converging
of interests took place between the US administration and the heads of the Palestinian Authority.
Arafat was invited to the White House and was
received there with ceremony usually reserved for
heads of state. Senior officials in the Palestinian
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Authority interpreted President Clinton's visit to
Gaza in September 1998, in a gathering where the
Palestinian Charter was supposedly ``abrogated'', as
testimony to the revolutionary transformation which
American policy in the Middle East had undergone.28 In their opinion, it seems that America is
rapidly progressing toward a policy of neutrality
between Israel and the Palestinians. Mahmud Abbas
(Abu Mazin), the head of the Palestinian negotiating
cadre, claimed that Clinton's statements were de
facto recognition of the Palestinian state.29 The New
York Times correspondent who was present at the
meeting reported in much the same vein.30
In summary, it appears that the United States
remained committed to the partitioning of Israel
and the establishment of a Palestinian state, a
concept which has been a guiding principle of its
Middle East policy since 1947. As in many other
areas regarding the Middle East, America has
learned nothing and forgotten nothing despite its
conspicuous and repeated failures in the region (the
banishment of the Persian Shah, the Baghdad
treaty, the support for Saddam Hussein, the wooing
of Nasser and later Assad, and this is just a partial
list of Washington blunders in this area).31 In this
way, the Americans perpetuate a policy from the late
1940s, which is, in part, a legacy from the British
Foreign Office's policy at the end of World War I. The
dangers posed by a Palestinian state to Israel are
clear and grave, and the Americans are well aware of
them. Despite this, the United States is willing to
sacrifice its only ally in the region which in effect is
its most loyal ally in the world.
It is now widely admitted that Israel served as
a forward outpost for western civilization, which
blocked the Soviets from reaching the oil fields
and other parts of the strategically important
Middle East. The 1967 war was a turning point in
the Cold War, following which the fortunes of the
Soviets in the third world declined visibly. Without
Israel, the Middle East, and therefore the history
of the late 20th century, would be different. A
strong Israel guarantees stability in the Middle
East and the survival of any other American allies
in the region.
It is customary to describe the relationship
between Israel and the United States as a one-way
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street in which Israel is the recipient. This description is clearly mistaken and stems from the lack of
understanding of the nature of international relations. International relations are determined exclusively by national interests. No superpower grants
aid to a small country unless it is worth its while,
meaning that it serves its geo-strategic goals. The
relationship between Israel and the United States
has always been notable for its reciprocity. The aid
which the Jewish state provided to the superpower
during the Cold War, if it were translated into dollars
and cents, was greater than that which Israel has
received over the years.32 Even today, the United
States receives from Israel technologies on the
cutting edge of development, designed for the
battlefield of the future, at negligible prices compared to the cost of development in the United
States.33 Moreover, the United States is facing,
according to President Clinton, an unparalleled
danger at the beginning of the 21st century Ð
non-conventional terrorism.34 The only active ally in
the fight against this danger is Israel, which is
geographically located as an outpost in the most
relevant region. There is the strategic alliance
developing between Israel and Turkey, which Iran,
after the Islamic revolution has faded, and India,
might one day join. This alliance is capable of
stopping the threat of Islamic fundamentalist
hegemony in the region. Despite all this, the White
House prefers short-term tactical gains, which are
most probably illusory, and is ready to sacrifice its
most loyal ally.
No doubt, Israel bears partial responsibility for
the failures of the American administration. Israel
entered the Six Day War with no defined aims, has
since initiated no positive solutions, and supported the recognition of the ``legitimate rights of
the Palestinian people,'' to mention only some of
its omissions and mistakes. Today, a large part of
the political leadership has come to terms with
the establishment of a Palestinian state and, if it
were not for the issue of Jerusalem,35 it is
conceivable that this solution would be universally
accepted. The reliance on America will eventually
lead to Israel being ``compensated'' by American
guarantees, which according to the American
constitution are meaningless.36,37 The first sign
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of the ``bananaization'' of Israel can be detected in
Netanyahu's acquiescence in the Wye Plantation
agreement:
The CIA will be the sole determining factor
regarding whether or not the Palestinian
Authority is fulfilling its commitments. The
CIA is not required to share its findings with
Israel. These will be sent directly to the State
Department in Washington and it will hand
down the verdict.38
If a revolutionary change does not occur in

Israel's policy Ð a change which is not apparent yet,
in the absence of a political force capable of
preventing the establishment of a Palestinian state
Ð a sovereign Arab entity reaching the outskirts of
Tel Aviv, Kfar Saba, Beersheva and Afula will appear.
Israel's emasculated dependency on the United
States will continue to grow and with it, the danger
of losing extremely vital national interests. It seems
that no one in the highest echelon of Israeli
decision-makers understands or is willing to deal
with these grave facts.

